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Introduction

We present a method of finding topics in a large corpus of texts with the objective of identifying and
comparing current topics in different news media. While topic modeling and selection in a given text is a
well studied problem in the area of natural language processing, we propose here a novel approach to the
slightly different problem of finding common and relevant topics in a big corpus of different and varied
texts. Particularly, we will explore news and different articles from mainstream online newspapers. These
texts cover a large spectrum of topics, and will, as a corpus, test the limits of the effectiveness of topic
modeling, as they encompass opinion articles, politics, economy, technology, fashion, or even humor and
social criticism. By gathering the massive content generated daily by these varied sources of media, we
aim at finding the most relevant current topics present in society. In particular, we plan to compare topics
and important ideas across three news media sources that most informed people would classify as quite
different – CNN, Huffington Post, and Fox News.
Our approach for doing this involves the creation of a network of words, either directly with words in
the nodes or by joining several of them in a language unit (like a noun and its adjectives). We construct
large networks of words by parsing a big corpus of documents and creating nodes for each language unit
of interest. We then cluster the network in order to get communities of units, from which we extract the
topics we are interested in. As we can see from this outline, we have to experiment and decide on several
aspects of our investigation. Firstly, the choice metrics that define the network construction (how are
words connected? Do we have a word or rather a combination of words in a node?) is not trivial, and
must be investigated. Secondly, the components of the texts that are going to be relevant to our task (do
we need all the words in a text? Are nouns or noun phrases more important?). Thirdly, the community
detection techniques to cluster the graph – do we merely wish to find partitions, or do we in fact wish
to find meaningful true subsets of nodes? And lastly, we must converge on an approach to decide what
constitutes a topic from the set of language units existing in a cluster. These questions have no correct
answer and are non-trivial, and rely on experimentation to see what works best.
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Related work

Our work builds on the findings of Graph-based Word Clustering using a Web Search Engine(1). This
papers reaffirmed us in the idea that a graph of words can be used as an information representation and
that its clustering can bear meaning. The authors perform a search query for each pair of words in a text,
obtaining a co-occurrence matrix based on the number of appearances in the web of the conjunction of
the two words. While the metric is very insightful, it makes the algorithm impractical for large texts.
Yet, in our model we try to replicate that metric by finding co-occurrences in big corpus of texts, which
could be considered a fairly decent approximation to finding two words in the same web page.
1

We also came across A Graph Analytical Approach for Topic Detection(2), a paper about topic detection where the authors use a similar approach as ours to assign topics to documents. In order to do so
they use a graph of keywords whose edges represent co-occurrence of those words in several articles. They
then cluster this graph into disjoint topics. By doing so, they use the same model of topics as collection
of keywords as we do.
The main difference is that afterward they assign one of the newly-found topics to each document
using similarity measures such as cosine distance. As we are more interested in finding the topics of
a particular website regardless of the individual articles, we chose not to go in this direction. Another
application discussed of the article is event detection, where an “event” can be linked to a current topic
extracted from a collection of documents such as a blog.
Our work also adds to the literature in that we use different ways of building and clustering the
word co-occurrence graph. In the article, a link is created between two words according to the number
of documents in which those words co-occur, and the graph is then clustered using the Girvan-Newman
algorithm. Topics can then be merged together using the documents that have been “tagged” to a specific
topic. We however chose to explore other ways to build edges, such as restricting the window in which
words can co-occur (make it smaller than a whole document), and other ways to cluster the graph. In
particular we wanted to allow for overlapping clusters to appear, as we felt that some very general words
such as obama could be part of several unrelated topics.
Lastly, this article emphasizes good results on “golden” annotated sets, and the resulting eventdetection algorithm is also accurate with regard to Amazon’s Mechanical Turk evaluation. These results
motivated us to further investigate such approaches to finding clusters using graphs of words.
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Data collection

The critical stepping-stone for this project is the efficient collection, parsing, cleaning, and organization
of our data. We are dealing with a highly unstructured data set by nature – text, particularly text being
parsed out of HTML, is highly unstructured and requires a scraping framework dedicated to stripping
tags and additional irrelevant content.
Since we did not use a pre-generated dataset, we created a stack that allowed us to control all
the steps from crawling to tokenization. In particular, we utilize the native multiprocessing package
from Python in conjunction with the excellent newspaper package. This resulted in a NewsScraper
class, which allows a user to specify the number of threads to use and the news URL to scrape. Then,
with a call to NewsScraper.scrape(n), we pull n more articles, and store them internally. A call to
NewsScraper.polished() returns a generator with a Python dict containing the article text, article
title, and article URL.
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The model: a graph of words

We have developed a flexible framework that allows us to create graphs from the texts retrieved from
news media sites.

4.1

Building the nodes

Prior to any graph creation, the texts are processed and tokenized using natural language processing
techniques. Words are tokenized, stemmed and in some cases completely removed (for instance, stopwords)
in order to get meaningful units with which to create the graph. We have considered different means of
defining the nodes:
• All words: we select the stem of every word found in an article excluding stopwords and other non
important tokens.
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• Non-dictionary: we select “premium” words that carry more relevant meaning of a topic. For this
approach, we remove any word present in a simple dictionary, so that we stick with proper nouns
and places. This has the additional advantage of having to deal with smaller graphs and thus being
able to process more articles.
• Noun phrases: a more sophisticated way to extract information from a text is to work with noun
phrases instead of words. This enables us to catch more precisely the meaning of words that can be
ambiguous such as stars. However, as it is much less likely to see the same noun phrase in several
articles, we must be careful and check that we are not building simply a cluster for each article. In
order to identify Noun Phrases, we built a fast POS tagger using regular expressions and linking to
the Brown corpus from nltk.

4.2

Building the edges

• Text co-occurrence: we construct a graph whose nodes are single words or phrases. We put a
weighted undirected edge between two words if they appear together in at least one article from
the corpus. The weight is then the number of common articles where the words can be found in.
• n-gram co-occurrence: another finer, more linguistically motivated method of linking words
structure is to put an undirected edge between two words if and only if there is a sentence of the
corpus in which they both appear in the same n-gram (that is, in the same window of n consecutive
words). This approach yields sparser matrices.

Figure 1: Example creation of graphs using toy articles sharing several words. From left to right, text
co-occurrence graph using all words, text co-occurrence graph using only non-dictionary words and graph
of noun phrases
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5.1

Clustering and community finding
“Louvain” algorithm

As a first approach to clustering, we looked for a well proven and efficient method for graphs on the
order of thousands of nodes. In doing so, we decided to use the “Louvain” method, introduced in (4))
This algorithm can be applied to weighted graphs such as ours. It consists in alternating between finding
partitions of optimal modularity and merging the found clusters, before iterating again until no further
increase in modularity is possible.
More precisely, the modularity of a partition P of a weighted graph is defined as


ki kj
1 X
wij −
δ(ci , cj )
M (P ) =
2m i,j
2m
3

Figure 2: Louvain algorithm (image taken from (4))
P
where wij is the weight of the edge between nodes i and j, ki = j wij and ci is the community in which
node i is according to partition P .
This algorithm has proved to be fast and effective to our purposes, yielding clusters of graphs with
nodes ranging in the thousands and edges ranging in the tens of thousands. Of particular interest is
the possibility of experimenting with different cluster sizes by traversing the dendogram derived by the
algorithm.
The credit for the implementation we used is to be given to Thomas Aynaud.1

5.2

Clique Percolation Method (CPM) for weighted graphs

One of the drawbacks of the “Louvain” algorithm is that it does not allow for overlapping clusters –
a characteristic that is difficult to determine empirically. To overcome this, we implemented the Clique
Percolation Method (CPM) for finding clusters. In order to do so, we modified the existing version
available in the networkx package to be able to deal with weighted graphs such as ours, and introduced
the notion of intensity of a clique following the description made in (6) as the geometric mean of all the
weights of the edges in the clique:
2
 Y
 k(k−1)
I(C) =
wij
i<j
i,j∈C

In the original CPM algorithm, we first find maximal cliques and only keep those of size greater than
k. In this modified version, we also discard the cliques whose intensity is lower than a certain threshold
I.
In addition, although this algorithm requires the computation of the maximal cliques of a graph, it
proved to be fast enough to be used with our data, except for graphs considering all words in articles,
which show a tremendous amount of edges.
1 http://perso.crans.org/aynaud/communities/
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Getting topics from communities

Once the graph has been divided into communities of related units of language, we need to extract
meaningful topics from them. In order to do so we computed the PageRank value of the nodes in the
subgraph formed by the community and then selected the maximum values reported. We thus define a
topic as the N most relevant language units in a given community.
To get some insight into this definition, we have to think that all the units in an article constitute a
complete subgraph, with some units being shared with other complete subgraphs (other articles in which
the unit is present). Hence, the shared units will tend to define a set of words commonly appearing in
different articles, and so they carry significance of some trending topic. PageRank seems then as a natural
selection, since it will naturally select these bridge nodes as the most important ones in a community.
To obtain a sense of the topics extracted from various news sources, consider topics detected from
medium sized news corpora. In particular, we elaborate upon qualitative differences between non-overlapping
and overlapping community detection using selected subsets of the topics discovered. First, consider CNN
(for ease of comparison, we compare non-dictionary word graph construction under non-overlapping and
overlapping regimes):
Clustering Type

Topics

Non-overlapping

florida, ohio, baylor, tcu, alabama, goldberg, oregon, mariota, heisman, mississippi
wilson, seahawks, seattle, myanmar, ryan, san, lach, 49ers, radarlock, arizona
york, ferguson, instagram, plato, pantaleo, hoste, chokehold, missouri, eric, michael
netanyahu, israel, syria, tuesday, lapid, libya, knesset, jerusalem, livni, syrian
obama, gop, george, 2004, fargo, bleeker, itunes, barack, ipod, kovacevich

Overlapping

christie, obama, canada, gop, chris, mcconnell, thursday, american, paul, america
madrid, uber, delhi, spain, india, indian, al, monday, smithspark, laura
mccain, obama, gop, hagel, iraq, york, paul, washington, isis, syria
paul, mcconnell, texas, florida, gop, washington, mitch, monday, marco, iowa
obama, washington, smithsonian, barack, lincoln, adam, abraham, metallo, highresolution

Table 1: Non-Dictionary graph for CNN – comparison of topic clustering

Clustering Type

Non-overlapping

Topics
india, modi, uber, delhi, dharamsala, ayush, indian, arun, bhopal, appbased
islamic, iran, syria, iraq, syrian, isis, iraqi, turkish, washington, iranian
cia, mr, feinstein, waterboarding, agency’s, tuesday, report’s, 2006, committee’s, udall
paul, bentsen, 2016, clinton, ryan, scott, gop, boyce, texas, greenspan
bachmann, obama, tpp, fasttrack, barack, 2009, minnesota, mcdonald, bowden, michele
kinney, emily, sansone, dibergi, ep, beth, grady, itunes, mtv, besties
kashmir, budgam, dec, indian, tuesday, srinagar, gulmarg, jammu, pulwama, ap

Overlapping

india, modi, uber, delhi, upa, indians, narendra, aa, nirbhaya, déjà
lgbt, samesex, americans, america, missouri, deeplyred, ceo, october, healthcare, hiv
india, uber, modi, appbased, ola, aggregators, delhi, taxiforsure, meru, asia

Table 2: Non-Dictionary graph for Huffington Post – comparison of topic clustering
As we can see in Tables 1, 2, and 3, the topics derived from overlapping community detection are
quite different from those derived from the basic Louvain method. In particular, a qualitative examination
shows that topics like “obama” occur in multiple topics now in relation to other issues, which may or may
not be a more reasonable choice, depending on the clustering goal. It seems like the overlapping method
does not create as “orthogonal” of topics – there appears to be significant overlap, as the name would
5

Clustering Type

Topics

Non-overlapping

nintendo, 10, esrb, 2015, playstation, multiplayer
begic, bosnian, mujkanovic, foxnewscom, zemir, louis, 100, backflows, bosnia, rasim
cia, obama, american, tuesday, texas, waterboarding, hanen, americans, zubaydah, 11
colorado, nashville, edmonton, saturday, oilers, homestand, washington, tampa, threegame, 21
heisman, mariota, gordon, york, ohio, alabama, oregon, 14, winston, wisconsin
dubai, mourad, burj, arab, khalifa, al, uae, greatgrandfathers, liwa, mohamad
wilson, ferguson, york, michael, awrhawkins, darren, socalled, rodney, onduty, amadou
heisman, mariota, gordon, york, ohio, alabama, oregon, winston, wisconsin, monday
obama, american, olc, tuesday, york, sekulow, casebycase, america, russian, threepart

Overlapping

american, gruber, obamacare, barack, jonathan, cofounder, tpp, mit, stuffers, mr

Table 3: Non-Dictionary graph for Fox News – comparison of topic clustering
suggest. It is also interesting to note that there are no “eye test” differences in the topics derived from
the three news sources – differences among corpora will be investigated later.
Next, consider a simple comparison of Overlapping versus Non-overlapping community detection for
the Noun Phrase graph of Fox News and CNN.
Clustering Type

Topics
senate report, interrogation techniques, jemaah islamiyah, thai investigators, majid khan
fox news, cia officials, sleep deprivation, interrogation program, senate intelligence committee

Non-overlapping

Overlapping

home runs, white sox, big league debut, triplea charlotte, 29yearold samardzija
police officers, president s assertion, michael brown, eric garner, grand jury
radiation therapy, crash site, news release, duke university, medical center
severe storms, heavy rain, i don’t mind, cold front, drop temperatures
senate report, fox news, interrogation techniques, cia officials, interrogation program
radiation therapy, medical center, duke university, new study, new research
taxi drivers, private cars, new delhi drivers, 26yearold woman, official yadav
president obama, illegal immigrants, illegal aliens, jay sekulow, changes laws

Table 4: Noun Phrase graph for Fox News – comparison of topic clustering

Cluster. Type

Topics

Non-overlap

ohio state, florida state, mississippi state, ca nt, playoff committee
justice department, cleveland police, excessive force, justice department s, cleveland division
white house, editor s note, korean war, services committee, own party
formal lawsuit, court spokesman, taxi industry, new delhi, madrid taxi association
corporate narcissism, uber privacy policy, drug addiction, consumer relation, narcissistic company
drug master file, spinal taps, safety studies, children s hospital, clinical trial

Overlap

white house, mccain s, services committee, obama s, major player
actionable intelligence, such techniques, idea , vietnam war, american people
body size, energy expenditure, body composition, caloric burn, huge effect
white house, gloria borger, health care reform, party lines, editor s note

Table 5: Noun Phrase graph for CNN – comparison of topic clustering
Tables 4 and 5 show the results of applying clustering to the Noun Phrase graph. As is evident, the
topics derived seem both plausible and consistent, a testament to quality and utility of Noun-Phrase
6

graph construction. The quality of the topics in both the overlapping and non-overapping regines lends
itself to pairwise topic comparison between news sources, which will be elaborated upon later.
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Word graph analysis
Method
All words
Non-dict
Non-dict
Noun phrases
Noun phrases

Articles

Nodes

Edges

Avg. degree

Avg. shor. path

Modularity

23
54
173
45
98

2352
857
2330
1636
3518

594234
26438
69488
77762
170219

505.30
61.70
59.64
95.06
96.77

1.77
1.96
2.00
1.52
2.58

0.43
0.67
0.61
0.84
0.87

Table 6: Network properties for different graph methods and number of articles scraped
The method of building graphs described in this paper yields a very particular type of graphs with
very high average degree (since a node is always connected to its peers in at least one article) and small
average shortest paths, as can be seen in table 6. These graphs tend to be naturally clustered by articles
at the beginning (when there are few piece of news scraped, each article is a subgraph with a few shared
nodes between subgraphs) and then start to increasingly share more and more common nodes. Is at this
point when the topics extracted start to make sense as “trending topics” and not just a collection of a
topic from each article. The more articles added, the better insight in the current topics.
The graphs obtained have a very high community structure, and the number of topics obtained is
considerable smaller than the number of articles, usually ranging from 10 to 15 when using 200 articles.
The only exception is the noun phrases graph builder, which usually presents a large number of clusters.
As this method looks for well formed noun phrases in the texts, shared nodes are less common and hence
communities tend to form around fewer intersections of articles.
In image 3 we can see how in a graph obtained by pulling 30 news articles, the original articles are
still recognizable in the main structure, while when using a greater amount they begin to merge creating
less modular but more current topic-revealing structures. Also, we can see how the noun phrase builder
(right image) yields networks with a very high modularity, as shared nodes are very significant for a topic
but definitely not common.

Figure 3: Network visualizations and communities found. From left to right, non-dictionary graph with
30 articles (10 communities found), non-dictionary graph with 78 articles (14 communities found) and
noun phrase graph with 89 articles (31 topics found)
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Evaluation

The evaluation of a natural language processing system is always a difficult task. In particular, since our
goal is different from the classical idea of finding topics in a document, it has proved impossible to find a
gold standard against which compare our algorithms. The most similar dataset found, the TDT42 dataset
(also used in (2)), is commercial and beyond our financial possibilities. Amazon’s Mechanical Turk was
also considered (it was used in (2) as well to classify the relevance of topics in a binary way) but discarded
for the same reason.
Apart from the simple and direct human evaluation of comparing the topics extracted from a webpage
with the news we can read in that website, we have devised a method to quantify the quality of the topics
extracted. For that, we created a dataset of 20 articles obtained from the main page of CNN and extracted
keywords from each of them. Then, considering all the articles read and the keywords obtained, we selected
a set of words for each important topic of all the articles. It is important to mention that this is not a
set of one topic for each article but rather the most prominent topics for all the articles combined.
A set of words defining a topic can vary a lot from person to person as different people can see broader
topics while others see more specific subtopics. To avoid discrepancies due to this subjective factor, we
created a metric that does not penalize the differences in the number of topics. For this evaluation metric,
a generated topic is successful if we can see enough similarity with a human defined topic.
i)
Particularly, given a topic consisting of a set of words Wi , we define a topic score S(Wi ) = δ(Wi )+γ(W
2
with δ ∈ {0, 1} and γ ∈ [0, 1], and

1 if a word in Wi is a word in any human-defined topic
δ(Wi ) =
(1)
0 otherwise
For γ, we define M = max(|Wi ∩ Hj |) with Hj a set of words in a human-defined topic. From this,
we compute

γ(Wi ) =

M −1
min(|Wi |, |Hj |) − 1

 13
(2)

which is a sub-score measuring how many words apart from the first one do a topic share with a topic
of the gold standard. In this way, S(Wi ) will be 0 if the words in the topic do not have any resemblance
with those of the human-defined topics, and a value between 0.5 and 1 based in how many words share the
most similar topics computed by the system and a human, with a score of 1 meaning that the generated
topic is completely contained in one gold standard topic.
Finally, we define the score S for all the topics obtained from a corpus as the average of the individual
score from the topics.

Method

Score

Non-overlapping

All words
Non-dict words
2-grams
Noun phrases

0.82
0.73
0.45
0.78

Overlapping (k=9)

Non-dict words
2-grams
Noun phrases

0.69
0.55
0.80

Table 7: S scores for different graph builders and clustering
2 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2005T16
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In Table 7 we can see the S scores for the main graph builders we have used, along with the usage
of overlapping or not overlapping community detection methods. The “all words” approach has not been
tested with Clique Percolation since this algorithm has proven to be intractable due to the enormous
amount of edges in the computed graph. In the results, we can notice how both non-overlapping and
overlapping methods are similar in performance. We can appreciate as well that the n-gram method is
clearly worse than the others. The “all words” and “noun phrases” graph builders stand out in score,
although we need to remember that the former is much more computationally intensive. Also, it is
important to note that the “non-dict words” graph construction method performs very well considering
that the S score definition is biased against it, since a human considers all types of words when evaluating
topics and not only proper names.
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Measuring topics similarity between different media

Once we have defined and extracted relevant topics from newspaper websites, it is time to compare the
current topics present in them at a given time. For that, we have utilized the S score, defined before as a
measure of similarity between computer-generated and human-defined topics. If we consider S(i,j) as the
S score of the topics from media i compared against the topics of media j, we define the similarity of
two media as the averaged sum of S(i,j) and S(j,i) .
In table 8 we have included the similarity scores found for three of the most important newspapers
in the US and a supermarket tabloid (included for comparison). For this experiment we have used the
noun-phrases graph as it usually extracts very relevant and meaningful topics. In the table, we can see
how the similarities are relatively low values. This is due to the fact that these media treat different news
in their main pages with different emphasis, so current topics vary a lot from site to site. Hence, even
if we know that the topics discovered make sense and these sites should write about similar news, the
trends discovered may vary a lot or even describe the same thing with different words. Even with this,
we can see differences between topics in some of the media. CNN and Fox are the most similar of all,
while the tabloid does not show much similarity to any of the other news media. The use of overlapping
does not change this trend, and it does not increase or decrease similarity in a consistent manner.
News media

CNN.com

FoxNews.com

The Huffington Post

The National Enquirer

CNN.com
FoxNews.com
The Huffington Post
The National Enquirer

0.15 / 0.10
0.09 / 0.06
0.04 / 0.02

0.15 / 0.10
0.09 / 0.09
0 / 0.025

0.09 / 0.06
0.09 / 0.09
0.01 / 0.03

0.04 / 0.02
0 / 0.025
0.01 /0.03
-

Table 8: News media similarities using noun-phrases graphs. For each pair, using non-overlapping /
overlapping communities
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Conclusion

We have developed a novel way of extracting current topics from online newspapers, using several techniques involving different network creation models and community detection algorithms. From this, we
have acknowledged that our system is able to obtain current topics of a corpus of texts by evaluating its
performance against topics defined by a human. Furthermore, we have shown that the topics extracted
make sense from the point of view of a human reader. Finally, we have used the work presented here to
try to find a similarity measure of the current topics in different news media sites. In the future, we can
imagine this analysis on a much larger scale – increasing the order of magnitude on the article count, and
incorporating a temporal component into the analysis.
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